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This is the world. It is not the one we wanted, but it is the one we deserved. The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse roam the Earth, signaling the End Times for humanity, and our best hope for life,

lies in DEATH! The oversized prestige collection of the First Year of The Apocalypse.
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I am surprised at how this comic quickly fell into my lap and now has become a new love of my life.

This series has a great tone and plot. If you mix a Sergio Leone western with some cyberpunk

elements, awesome/creative world-building, have Tarantino type suspense/drama with a fun anime

cartoon feel, then this is what you get. GREATNESS!!! All in a beautiful jacket-less hardcover.

Collects issues 1-15. The first three trades. I am a big fan of Image and their Deluxe HC. Best bang

for your buck and this is how comics should be read. Imo

has been recommending this to me for a long time, I buy graphic novels but I thought, nah, I don't

like westerns, I don't like apocalyptic fiction, kept reading other stuff I enjoy and  kept pushing this

(and Saga, which I have yet to read) at me. Finally I caved and have to say, this is one of the best

comics I have ever read, in any genre, full stop. The art, the characters, and in particular the

dialogue, the voice of the characters is compelling. I'm not even sorry I got it in hardback, it's that

good. The hardback is beautiful as well, good paper and clean ink, gorgeous reproduction, though

too tall to fit in my bookcase with the standard graphic novels. It has some adult content and of



course plenty of violence, all of it fantasy not "gritty and realistic" so I'd be comfortable letting my

teenage daughters read it, but probably not the ten year old. I would wholeheartedly recommend it

to anyone adult or close to adult who loves comics.

Jonathan Hickman continues to churn out classic tales. The man really does know how to craft an

epic saga with memorable characters and moments. Dragotta's art is flawless and I don't have the

book in front of me to give credit where it's due, but the inking and coloring are also wonderfully

done. It is a dark story with plenty of murder and macabre mixed with politics, drama, and myth

thrown atop western gunslinger archetype. The book itself is crafted very well. The binding is

excellent and the covers are STURDY. Great book from a master storyteller in comics.

This book is absolutely huge, well worth the price, and makes a great addition to my collection. The

story is fantastic and bloody. How could you go wrong with historical, apocalyptic, scifi?

This series hooks you and hooks you fast. Very interesting mythology and excellent world building

create something you'll continuously want to return to. Don't think about it, buy it.

I received my HC book yesterday and have been reading it as much as I can. It is hard to

understand everything within the story but it is still a very exciting read. I love what Hickman has

done with the four horsemen and can not wait to finish this book and to continue reading the other

volumes that are already out.

This is one of my favorite books right now, and the collection is beautiful. A story with fantastic

characters, and world at risk stakes...literally. who would have thought Death could be a hero, an

anti-hero at least, who, with his magical companions maybe the world's only hope. It's a western, it's

sci-fi, and it's phenominal. Those with an open mind and appetite for high adventure, coupled with

political intrigue cannot make a better purchase. The bonus material leaves you hungry for more.

This is one of my favorite graphic novels.
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